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The BSAC raised concerns about agenda points seeking internal and coordinated approach 

across ACs, noting that AC representatives (chairs and secretariats) had not been given 

mandate for decision-making. They also expressed disagreement with the fact that the agenda 

did not reflect the Inter-AC agenda points for the following day. The Chair agreed on the lack 

of mandates and highlighted that the aim of the meeting was merely to exchange views and 

identify common grounds in cases where joint advice is relevant and desired. He also 

explained that due to delay in receipt of the Inter-AC agenda it has proven difficult to anticipate 

discussion points. This also in the light of 6-month forward schedule of meetings requested by 

the COM. 

While some representatives believed ACs could exercise certain autonomy (as in ‘COM 

proposals do not have to be followed in their entirety’), others reminded about the fact the 

COM remains ACs’ benefactor and that it is the ACs who shall from this position convince the 

COM with relevant arguments on any actions they deem (un)necessary. Importance of 

wording was underlined. 

Some representatives also felt that the agenda was touching upon administrative matters 

more than desired and expressed view that this should be dealt with within the secretariats. It 

was explained that the coordination between executive secretaries was indeed ongoing and 

it has proven productive using various means of communication. 

There was a lengthy discussion about the new funding methodology proposed by the COM 

Some secretaries raised concerns on a possible mismatch between estimated 4-year budget 

and actual needs, alongside the potential unexpected circumstances hindering the realization 

of the workplan. It was explained that the COM is intending to extend ample flexibilities around 

this, with lumpsums being cut only in the event of 50% lower performance as anticipated (e.g. 

50% less meetings or advice papers as proposed in the workplan). The NSAC Secretariat 

agreed with the group of ACs who believed that such concerns are unfounded and 

unnecessary.  

The BSAC raised concerns about the format of public consultations, noting that lengthy and 

specific questionnaires make it extremely difficult for to ACs to respond. As understood by 

some ACs (including the NSAC) the role of ACs is well beyond public consultations and 

questionnaires could simply serve as a sense of direction and are not meant to be fully 



 
 
 

 

embraced and followed by the AC. ACs’ format of feedback is a position paper where certain 

aspects from the public consultations could, or not, be covered – this remains entirely up to 

the individual AC. Even the timeline remains somewhat flexible, and the PC deadline is not 

intended for ACs.1 

Some ACs expressed concerns about the lack the of COM representation at meetings, 

however it was finally agreed by majority that it mostly has to do with efficient organisation of 

meetings by the Chairs and the Secretariats – timely requests are usually met with satisfying 

representation. The NSAC raised no issues regarding this and is generally happy with the 

COM representation. 

On Inter AC strategy for NEA fisheries and post-Brexit LDAC mentioned that there are two 

initiatives currently ongoing, namely the Joint PELAC/LDAC Working Group on Advisory 

Forum for NEA and PELAC/LDAC/NWWAC/NSAC/MAC coordination on the Role of 

Specialized Committee in Fisheries. On advisory role PELAC noted that the aim was to 

establish a common body extending beyond Brexit and UK, where recommendations would 

be based on science and political discussions avoided. It was commonly felt that the timing 

was inappropriate for any decisions on this given the tensions between coastal states in the 

Channel. The role of ACs to be discussed, but two angles proposed: technical measures and 

coherence between different legislations with an aim of attaining level playing field. It was 

agreed to await the meeting between the mentioned ACs planned on 10 February and decide 

on further steps there. On Specialised Fisheries Committee there was little development in 

2021 and the situation remains unclear. There was a frustration in the NWWAC by the fact 

that UK representatives are often invited to AC meetings, but this remains unrequited by the 

UK side. There was a common feeling that ACs are not valued as de facto stakeholder 

representations and that a correct resolution of this could improve the attractiveness of the 

forum. 

This is a summary report. A full report is in development by the LDAC and will be circulated 

shortly. 

 

 
1 As was later confirmed by the COM (at Inter AC on 19 January 2022). 


